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[1] Geochemical heterogeneity within the mantle has long been recognized through the diversity of trace
element and radiogenic isotopic compositions of mantle-derived rocks, yet the specific origin, abundance,
and distribution of enriched material within the mantle have been difficult to quantify. In particular, the
origin of the distinctive geochemical characteristics of Indian mantle has been debated for decades. We
present new laser fluorination oxygen isotope measurements of mid-ocean ridge basalt from the
Australian-Antarctic Discordance (AAD), an area where a particularly abrupt transition occurs between
Pacific-type mid-ocean ridge basalts (MORB) and Atlantic-type MORB. These data show no distinction in
average d18O between Pacific- and Atlantic-type MORB, indicating that the origin of Indian-type mantle
cannot be attributed to the presence of pelagic sediment. The combined radiogenic isotope, d18O, and trace
element characteristics of Indian-type MORB at the AAD are consistent with contamination of the Indian
upper mantle by lower crustal material. We also present a compilation of available laser fluorination d18O
data for MORB and use these data to evaluate the nature and percentage of enriched material within the
upper mantle globally. Data for each ocean basin fit a normal distribution, with indistinguishable means
and standard deviations, implying that the variation in d18O of MORB reflects a stochastic process that
operates similarly across all ocean basins. Monte Carlo simulations show that the mean and standard
deviation of the MORB data are robust indicators of the mean and standard deviation of the parent
distribution of data. Further, although some skewness in the data cannot be ruled out, Monte Carlo results
are most consistent with a normal parent distribution. This similarity in characteristics of the d18O data
between ocean basins, together with correlations of d18O with radiogenic isotope and trace element
characteristics of subsets of the data, suggest that the upper mantle globally contains an average of 5–
10% recycled crustal material and that the depleted mantle in the absence of this component would have
d18O of 5.25%. The Monte Carlo simulations also suggest that additional oxygen isotope data may be
used in the future to test the ability of geodynamical models to predict the physical distribution of enriched
domains within the upper mantle.
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1. Introduction
[2] The origin and physical distribution of domains
of different composition within the mantle has
been the subject of study for decades. Diverse,
complementary approaches have been taken to this
problem, including studies of the variations in
geochemical characteristics of oceanic basalts
[e.g., Hofmann, 2003, and references therein] and
numerical simulations of mixing and stirring of
recycled crust as a consequence of mantle circula-
tion [e.g., Brandenburg et al., 2008; Christensen
and Hofmann, 1994; Kellogg et al., 1999; Tackley,
2000; van Keken et al., 2002; Xie and Tackley,
2004]. Geochemical variations in oceanic basalts
have long been attributed in part to the presence of
recycled crustal material [e.g., Zindler and Hart,
1986], and, although the greatest range in compo-
sition is seen in oceanic island basalts (OIB), there
is substantial heterogeneity within the upper mantle
sampled by mid-ocean ridge basalts (MORB) as
well [e.g., Cohen et al., 1980; Dupre and Allegre,
1983; Hart, 1971, 1984; Hofmann, 2003, and
references therein; Salters and Stracke, 2004;
Schilling et al., 1983; Tatsumoto et al., 1965;
Workman and Hart, 2005]. This heterogeneity is
manifest as a range in radiogenic isotope compo-
sition (e.g., Pb, Nd, Sr, Hf) in MORB globally,
even in areas of ridge axis not obviously influenced
by hot spots. In addition to the heterogeneity
present within MORB from any given ocean basin,
MORB compositions appear to be systematically
different between different ocean basins. In partic-
ular, the Indian ocean basin has distinctive Pb-Nd-
Sr-Hf isotope compositions compared to Pacific or
Atlantic MORB, and the origin of these distinc-
tions has been attributed to the addition of local
‘‘plume’’ material [Pyle et al., 1995], recycled
pelagic sediment [Rehka¨mper and Hofmann,
1997], subduction-modified mantle wedge material
[Gurnis et al., 1998; Kempton et al., 2002], or
recycled continental lithospheric mantle or lower
crust [Hanan et al., 2004; Janney et al., 2005].
[3] The geochemical heterogeneity present in
MORB reflects the size, spatial distribution, and
nature (origin and age) of domains within the upper
mantle that are enriched or depleted in incompat-
ible elements relative to bulk Earth (following
convention, we refer to these as ‘‘enriched’’ and
‘‘depleted’’ mantle, respectively). This heterogene-
ity is averaged to some extent by the process of
MORB melt generation, which samples a finite
volume of the upper mantle, and which may
preferentially sample enriched domains due to their
higher melt productivity relative to depleted man-
tle. A number of workers have modeled the geo-
chemical effects of sampling this heterogeneity
[e.g., Albarede, 2001; Allegre et al., 1987; Kellogg
et al., 2002, 2007; Meibom and Anderson, 2004;
Prinzhofer et al., 1989; Rudge et al., 2005]; for
example, Kellogg et al. [2002, 2007] examined the
combined effects of sizes of enriched domains and
the sampling (i.e., melting) process on the Sr-Nd-
Pb isotopic systems and found that the range of
isotopic compositions produced was dependent on
the length scale of sampling relative to the length
scale of the heterogeneities. However, interpreta-
tions of these and other trace element and radio-
genic isotope data are complicated by the effects of
aging on radiogenic isotope ratios and by strong
contrasts in trace element concentration between
enriched and depleted mantle and between differ-
ent potential types of enriched mantle. Both 18O
and 16O are stable, nonradiogenic isotopes; there-
fore, oxygen isotope compositions of rocks are
unaffected by radioactive decay, allowing investi-
gation of the nature of the enriched material
without the complicating effects of the tradeoff in
radiogenic isotope studies between differences in
parent-daughter ratios and duration of radiogenic
ingrowth. Furthermore, oxygen isotopic composi-
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tions of rocks are relatively weakly influenced by
high-temperature mantle processes (e.g., melting),
but are strongly fractionated during interactions of
rocks and the hydrosphere near the Earth’s surface.
Therefore, measurement of oxygen isotope com-
positions of MORB offers an opportunity to
examine the geochemical effects of enriched
crustal material present within the upper mantle
without complicating effects of age or large
variations in concentration.
[4] The Australian-Antarctic Discordance (AAD)
is one of the deepest sections of mid-ocean ridge,
reflecting a relatively cold mantle and slow spread-
ing rates [Klein et al., 1991; Pyle et al., 1992,
1995]. In addition, there is an exceptionally sharp
boundary between Pacific-type MORB erupted in
the eastern sections of the AAD and Indian-type
MORB erupted to the west, occurring over <25 km
of the ridge axis [Kempton et al., 2002; Pyle et al.,
1992, 1995]. Thus, samples of MORB from the
AAD provide an opportunity to examine the origin
of Indian upper mantle compared to Pacific upper
mantle, without the complicating effects of varia-
tions in spreading rate or melting parameters. We
present new oxygen isotope data for samples of
Indian-type and Pacific-type MORB from the
AAD, and use these data to evaluate models of
formation of the Indian-type mantle. We also
present a compilation of currently available high-
precision laser fluorination d18O data for MORB
globally, and examine the characteristics of the
distribution of data between ocean basins in order
to better understand the implications of the data for
the nature, physical distribution and percentage of
crustal material in the upper mantle.
2. Samples and Methods
[5] Samples were collected by dredging during
cruises in 1975 and 1976 by the R/V Vema and
in 1988 during cruise MW8801 of the R/V Moana
Wave, and the samples used here have been studied
previously for major and trace element composi-
tions and radiogenic isotopic compositions [Hanan
et al., 2004; Kempton et al., 2002; Klein et al.,
1988, 1991; Pyle et al., 1992, 1995] (Table 1).
Splits of each of 16 samples were crushed by hand
and fresh, phenocryst-free glass separates were
prepared by hand picking under a binocular micro-
scope. Aliquots of 1–2 mg each were analyzed by
laser fluorination at the California Institute of
Technology using a 50W CO2 laser, BrF5 reagent,
and an apparatus for gas purification and conver-
sion of O2 to CO2 based on designs by Sharp
[1990] and Valley et al. [1995]. Oxygen yields
were 13.5 ± 1.0 mmol/mg, typical of yields for
laser fluorination measurements of fresh glasses
[e.g., Cooper et al., 2004; Eiler et al., 2000b].
Measurements of d18O were made on 4 separate
days. On each day five to ten analyses of standards
(including in-house glass standards AH95-22
[Eiler et al., 2000b] and ALV526-1 and garnet
standard UWG-2 [Valley et al., 1995] were made;
reproducibility for repeat measurements of each
standard on a given day averaged 0.05% (1s). The
mean d18O values for standards were within
0.18% of their nominal values based on previous
analyses. All data on unknowns collected on a given
day were corrected by a constant value equal to the
average difference between measured and accepted
values for standards measured on that day. Because
the garnet standard has been used in a number of
previous studies and its composition is best known,
and to assure consistency with the data collected on
other MORB glasses in the same lab, we corrected
the unknown analyses based on the nominal value of
5.75% for UWG-2. Unknown samples were ana-
lyzed two to five times on the same day, with an
average standard error of the mean for multiple
analyses of the same sample of ±0.03% (1s). None
of the AAD samples in this study were analyzed on
separate days; however, in similar studies from the
same lab where aliquots of the same sample were
analyzed on multiple days [e.g.,Cooper et al., 2004;
Eiler et al., 2000b] reproducibility of replicate
analyses was similar to this study.
[6] We have compiled a data set of high-precision
laser fluorination measurements of d18O in MORB
(Table S1 in the auxiliary material).1 All data
compiled in Table S1 have been published previ-
ously, with the exception of oxygen isotope meas-
urements of MORB from the 9–10N region of the
EPR. We analyzed d18O in a subset of the samples
studied by Sims et al. [2002, 2003] at Caltech using
the methods described above for the AAD samples.
Oxygen yields were 12.2 ± 0.8 mmol/mg. Measure-
ments of d18O were made on 6 separate days. On
each day six to eleven analyses of standards
(including garnet standard UWG-2 [Valley et al.,
1995] and olivine standard SCO-3) were made;
reproducibility for repeat measurements of each
standard on a given day averaged 0.05% (1 stan-
dard deviation), 0.02% average standard error of
the mean. The mean d18O values for standards
were within 0.19% of their nominal values based
on previous analyses on all but 1 day of analyses,
1Auxiliary materials are available in the HTML. doi:10.1029/
2009GC002728.
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and were offset 0.35% on the remaining day.
Unknown samples were analyzed two to five times
on the same day, with an average standard error of
the mean for multiple analyses of the same sample
of ±0.03% (1s). Five samples were analyzed on
multiple days; the average standard error of the
mean for those five samples was 0.06%.
3. Results
[7] Oxygen isotope measurements for the AAD
samples are presented in Figures 1 and 2 and,
together with selected major element, trace ele-
ment, and radiogenic isotopic data (from previ-
ously published studies), in Table 1. Other analyses
of these samples have been published [Hanan et
al., 2004; Kempton et al., 2002; Klein et al., 1988,
1991; Pyle et al., 1992, 1995] but are not repro-
duced here. The total range in d18O of the AAD
samples is 0.37% (from 5.34% to 5.71%), with an
average of 5.46%. The oxygen isotope composi-
tion of the AAD samples is compared to other laser
fluorination measurements of MORB in Figure 2.
The mean and range of our AAD data set are
comparable to those of a global survey of NMORB
(mean of 5.50%, range of 0.44% [Eiler et al.,
2000b]), from the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (mean of
5.52% and range of 0.47% [Cooper et al., 2004]),
and from the 9–10N region of the EPR (mean of
5.56%, range of 0.33%) (Table S1). There are
no systematic differences in d18O between Indian
(I-MORB) or Pacific (P-MORB) types within the
AAD data (as distinguished by an established
classification scheme based on radiogenic isotope
data [Kempton et al., 2002; Pyle et al., 1992]);
mean values of d18O are 5.48% and 5.41%
for AAD I-MORB and P-MORB, respectively,
indistinguishable within 95% confidence (as mea-
sured by the two times the standard error of the
mean, 2SE = 0.076% for I-MORB and 0.07% for
I-MORB (Figure 1)). As with other isotopic tracers
[e.g., Pyle et al., 1992], d18O in I-MORB AAD
appears to be more heterogeneous than in the AAD
P-MORB, as measured by the standard deviation
of the I-MORB data (0.12) compared to that of the
P-MORB data (0.09).
4. Discussion
4.1. Oxygen Isotopes in AAD MORB:
Origin of the Indian MORB Source
[8] Indian MORB are distinguished from
Atlantic and Pacific type MORB by having lower
206Pb/204Pb for a given 207Pb/204Pb and
208Pb/204Pb, relatively radiogenic (i.e., higher)
87Sr/86Sr and relatively unradiogenic (i.e., lower)
143Nd/144Nd [e.g., Dupre and Allegre, 1983; Hart,
1984]. A distinction in Pb-Nd-Hf isotope compo-
sitions has also been noted between Indian and
Pacific MORB across the AAD, with I-MORB
samples having higher D208Pb (deviation of
208Pb/206Pb from the Northern Hemisphere refer-
ence line, as defined by Hart [1984]), associated
with higher eHf and lower eNd, than P-MORB
samples [Hanan et al., 2004; Kempton et al.,
2002]. The chemical distinction between Indian
and Pacific MORB has been attributed to the
addition of enriched material to the upper mantle
in the form of (1) an enriched mantle component
related to the Kerguelen mantle plume and dis-
persed throughout the Indian upper mantle during
rifting of Australia and Antarctica [e.g., Pyle
et al., 1995]; (2) recycled pelagic sediment [e.g.,
Rehka¨mper and Hofmann, 1997]; (3) subduction-
modified mantle wedge material [Gurnis and
Muller, 2003; Gurnis et al., 1998; Kempton et
al., 2002]; or (4) recycled continental lithosphere,
either as lithospheric mantle [e.g., Hawkesworth
et al., 1986; Janney et al., 2005; Mahoney et al.,
1991] or as lower crust [Escrig et al., 2004;
Hanan et al., 2004; Janney et al., 2005]. In order
to account fully for the isotopic distinctions
between Indian and Pacific MORB, at least three
components are required [e.g., Rehka¨mper and
Hofmann, 1997], allowing for the possibility that
more than one of the above components may play
a role.
[9] As discussed above, the Australian-Antarctic
Discordance (AAD) is of great interest in studying
the origin of geochemical distinctions between the
MORB source in different oceanic basins because a
sharp geochemical boundary between Pacific and
Indian type MORB allows investigation of the
isotopic and trace element characteristics of Indian
versus Pacific MORB sources without the compli-
cating factors of differences in spreading rate,
mantle temperature, degree of melting, or upwell-
ing rate, [e.g., Christie et al., 1998; Gurnis and
Muller, 2003; Hanan et al., 2004; Kempton et al.,
2002; Klein et al., 1988; Pyle et al., 1992, 1995].
Oxygen isotope data are particularly sensitive to
the presence of materials that were once at the
Earth’s surface, and some of the types of enriched
material described above should have distinctive
oxygen isotopic compositions, allowing us to test
some of the previous models for the origin of the
distinctive chemistry of Indian MORB sources. In
Geochemistry
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sections 4.1.1–4.1.4, we examine the constraints
that oxygen isotope compositions can place on the
presence of each of the four types of materials
proposed to have influenced the chemical compo-
sition of Indian upper mantle.
4.1.1. Pelagic Sediment
[10] One explanation for the low 206Pb/204Pb in
Indian MORB compared to Pacific or Atlantic
MORB is that a small amount of pelagic sediment
has been added to the upper mantle in the Indian
basin compared to the Pacific or Indian upper
mantle [e.g., Rehka¨mper and Hofmann, 1997].
Pelagic sediment has very high d18O (20–40%)
compared to upper mantle compositions (5.5%)Ta
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Figure 1. (a) Oxygen isotope composition versus long-
itude, (b) 87Sr/86Sr versus longitude, and (c) 206Pb/204Pb
versus longitude of AAD samples used in this study,
illustrating the distinctions in Sr and Pb isotopic
composition between Indian- and Pacific-type MORB
at the AAD. Indian-type samples are shown with red
squares (zone B4 samples are shown with red squares
with black crosses), and Pacific-type samples are shown
with blue diamonds; sample classification is based on
Pyle et al. [1992, 1995]. Average reproducibility of
replicate measurements of the same samples (1 s.d.) is
shown in Figure 1a. Average values of d18O (±2 times the
standard error of the mean) of the Indian- and Pacific-
type samples are shown by large symbols to the right of
the diagram in Figure 1a. See section 4.1 for discussion.
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and therefore addition of even small amounts of
pelagic sediment to the Indian MORB source
should lead to systematically higher d18O in Indian
MORB than in Pacific or Atlantic MORB. If,
for example, there is approximately 1% of
pelagic sediment in the Indian upper mantle
[e.g., Rehka¨mper and Hofmann, 1997] that is not
present in the Pacific upper mantle, with d18O
of 20% [Eiler, 2001], then the average d18O of
I-MORB should be 0.15% higher than average
Pacific MORB. This difference is small in abso-
lute terms, but is approximately four times the
standard error of our measured average values for
each ocean basin suite, and so should be easily
observed. The lack of a measurable distinction
between average d18O of Indian and Pacific
MORB in the AAD (Figure 1) therefore argues
against an origin for Indian MORB by addition of
pelagic sediment. This conclusion is also consis-
tent with arguments against a significant propor-
tion of pelagic sediment in the I-MORB source
based on Hf isotopic compositions and d18O in
NMORB samples [Eiler et al., 2000b; Hanan et
al., 2004; Janney et al., 2005].
4.1.2. Enriched Mantle Associated With
Local Plumes
[11] Another potential source of enriched material
in the Indian upper mantle is contamination of the
upper mantle by the same enriched component
responsible for the more enriched radiogenic iso-
topic compositions of local oceanic island basalts
(OIB) or the Kerguelen plateau. For example, Pyle
et al. [1995] suggest that material related to the
Kerguelen plume was dispersed in the Indian upper
mantle near the AAD during an increase in spread-
ing rate. In addition, Rehka¨mper and Hofmann
[1997] attribute some of the second-order scatter
in the Pb isotopic data to small but variable
amounts of a component related to Indian Ocean
OIB, although they also argue that the known
Indian Ocean OIB lavas have Pb isotopic signa-
tures that are too radiogenic to explain the first-
order geochemical differences between I-MORB
and P-MORB. Oxygen isotope signatures of most
OIB are similar to those of normal MORB with the
exception of EM2-type OIB, which range to sig-
nificantly higher d18O than NMORB [Eiler et al.,
1997; Workman et al., 2008]. Kerguelen plume
material is EM-1 type, similar in d18O to N-MORB
[Eiler et al., 1997] and therefore oxygen isotope
composition is not diagnostic of the presence (or
absence) of local plume material. HHowever, we
note that the two samples of I-MORB with the
highest d18O also have the highest 87Sr/86Sr and
207Pb/204Pb ratios of the AAD samples, associa-
tions also noted by Eiler et al. [1997] andWorkman
et al. [2008] for EM-2 type OIB. One of the two
(MW8801-027-058) has consistently enriched iso-
topic and trace element signatures, with the lowest
Figure 2. Histograms of d18O for MORB samples. All
data are high-precision, laser fluorination measurements
of fresh MORB glasses. (a) AAD samples (this study).
(b) Compilation of all available high-precision d18O
data: AAD data from this study, previously published
results for the mid-Atlantic ridge and N-MORB data
[Cooper et al., 2004; Eiler et al., 2000b], and East
Pacific Rise data from the Caltech laboratory (Table S1).
(c) Subset of the data in Figure 2b, including only
Atlantic MORB. (d) Subset of the data in Figure 2b,
including only Pacific MORB. (e) Subset of the data in
Figure 2b, including only Indian MORB.
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eNd and eHf of the AAD samples, and high K2O
and (La/Sm)N, whereas the other (D10-10) has
similar eHf and eNd to the majority of AAD
samples. Therefore, these two samples may reflect
similar processes to those that produced EM2-type
OIB sources, such as the local presence of recycled
oceanic crust including very small amounts of
recycled sediment, sediment-derived fluids or
melts [e.g., Eiler et al., 1997; White and Hofmann,
1982], as a small-scale heterogeneity superimposed
on the first-order distinction between Indian- and
Pacific-type upper mantle.
4.1.3. Subduction-Modified Mantle
[12] Gurnis et al. [1998] proposed a dynamical
model in which the depth anomaly, westward
migration of the isotopic boundary, and the dis-
tinctive crustal thickness of the AAD reflect the
presence of a slab that stagnated in the transition
zone during Cretaceous subduction and has since
been drawn up toward the surface by spreading at
the Southeast Indian Ridge. Kempton et al. [2002]
argue on the basis of Hf-Nd isotope systematics
that subduction-modified mantle above this slab is
responsible for the distinctive isotopic character-
istics of I-MORB at the AAD and potentially
elsewhere in the Indian basin. Hanan et al.
[2004], on the other hand, argue against this model
for the origin of Indian MORB mantle on the basis
of high 3He/4He and low 206Pb/204Pb in I-MORB
at the AAD, and Christie et al. [2004] argue that
the model requires a source that is too old and too
widespread to be derived from Cretaceous subduc-
tion. Our results qualitatively support the Hanan et
al. [2004] and Christie et al. [2004] interpretation,
although we cannot definitively rule out the influ-
ence of slab-derived fluids on the basis of oxygen
isotopes. For example, based on studies of d18O in
mafic arc lavas, inferred d18O of slab-derived
components (whether aqueous fluids or water-rich
silicate melts) are similar to those of the oceanic
sediment or altered oceanic crust from which
they are derived [e.g., Eiler et al., 2000a, 2005;
Macpherson et al., 1998]. Thus, fluid-rock inter-
actions in the mantle beneath arcs appear not to
strongly fractionate oxygen isotopes, and fluid
released from a stranded slab at higher temper-
atures would be expected to have even smaller
fractionations between fluid and residue. There-
fore, metasomatic fluids derived from the slab
would likely have d18O similar to that of the slab,
i.e., d18O higher than ambient mantle if the fluids
are derived from the upper oceanic crust, and lower
than ambient mantle if derived from the lower
crustal section [e.g., Alt and Teagle, 2000; Eiler,
2001]. As a result, consistent with the results of
modeling fluid addition beneath arcs [e.g., Eiler et
al., 2000a, 2005; Macpherson et al., 1998], any
hydrous or silicate fluid present in mass fractions
sufficient to explain the trace element and isotopic
distinctions between Indian- and Pacific-type
MORB would likely also carry enough mass of
oxygen to significantly change the average d18O of
Indian MORB compared to Pacific-type MORB
(unless there was a fortuitous balance between
fluids derived from the upper and lower crustal
section). Nevertheless, the presence of a small
amount of metasomatic fluid may be consistent
with the range of d18O observed in our results.
Furthermore, the effects of subduction processing
on the isotopic and trace element characteristics of
altered oceanic crust are not fully understood;
therefore, it is possible that subduction-processed
oceanic crust could have characteristics somewhat
different from those inferred above. Therefore,
whereas our data qualitatively support the interpre-
tations of Hanan et al. [2004] and Christie et al.
[2004] that subduction-modified mantle is unlikely
to be the source of the isotopic distinctions between
I-MORB and P-MORB at the AAD, the oxygen
isotope data alone do not make a strong case
against fluid-modified mantle.
4.1.4. Continental Lithospheric Mantle or
Lower Crust
[13] Another potential explanation for the distinc-
tions between Indian and Pacific MORB is that the
Indian depleted upper mantle is contaminated with
subcontinental lithospheric mantle [e.g., Goldstein
et al., 2008; Hawkesworth et al., 1986; Mahoney et
al., 1991] or lower continental crust [e.g., Escrig et
al., 2004; Hanan et al., 2004; Janney et al., 2005].
Most xenoliths derived from subcontinental litho-
spheric mantle (SCLM), whether anhydrous or
hydrated, span a relatively narrow range of d18O
(5.5 ± 0.2%) [Eiler, 2001, and references therein;
Mattey et al., 1994] indistinguishable from the
mantle source(s) of NMORB, and therefore if the
enriched isotopic signature of Indian MORB were
due to contamination of depleted upper mantle
with enriched SCLM, we would predict that there
would be no correlation between d18O and radio-
genic isotope indices of enrichment. The fact
that we do observe correlations between d18O
and enriched radiogenic isotope signatures (e.g.,
87Sr/86Sr and 207Pb/204Pb (Figure 3)), in our results
argues against the notion that SCLM is the dom-
inant enriched component present in the mantle
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sources of AAD I-type samples, a conclusion that
is also supported by Os isotopic compositions of
Indian MORB samples [Escrig et al., 2004].
[14] More recently, Hanan et al. [2004] and Escrig
et al. [2004] proposed a model, based on Hf-Nd-Pb
isotopic compositions and Os isotopic composi-
tions, respectively, of Indian MORB samples, in
which the I-MORB source is depleted mantle that
has been contaminated by lower continental crust
that was entrained into the Indian upper mantle
during the breakup of Gondwana. Hanan et al.
[2004] also observe extremely high eHf compared
to the global MORB Hf-Nd array in a few of the
AAD samples (‘‘ultradepleted’’ samples) with eNd
that is relatively high compared to other local
Indian MORB samples (but not unusually high
compared to the global array), such that that in
plots of 206Pb/204Pb versus eHf and eNd, the
low-206Pb/204Pb end of the Indian MORB array
is distinct from that of the Pacific array in Hf but
not in Nd isotopic composition. Hanan et al.
[2004] argue that this contrast in behavior between
Hf and Nd is due to partial melting of some of this
lower crustal contaminant during rifting, yielding a
residue which evolved to very high eHf (but not
much higher eNd) in the 50 Ma since rifting.
Thus, in this model, the enriched component con-
tributing to the local I-type AAD MORB array (as
defined by radiogenic isotopes) represents contam-
ination of ambient depleted mantle by unmelted
lower crust, whereas the depleted component rep-
resents ambient depleted mantle, and a third
(‘‘ultradepleted’’) component, distinguished by
very high eHf, represents residues of earlier partial
melting of the enriched component mixed with
ambient depleted mantle. Janney et al. [2005] also
addressed the question of the origin of Indian-type
MORB source using Nd, Hf, and Pb isotopic
compositions and trace element patterns of South-
west Indian Ridge basalts. Their favored model is
that Indian-type mantle reflects incorporation of
ancient subcontinental lithospheric mantle or lower
continental crust during the breakup of Gondwana.
[15] The combined oxygen and radiogenic isotope
characteristics of lower crustal xenoliths are qual-
itatively consistent with the Hanan et al. [2004]
and Escrig et al. [2004] model for the origin of the
AAD Indian-type MORB mantle. For example,
measurements of lower crustal xenoliths from
Australia (used by Hanan et al. [2004] as an analog
for lower crust in the Indian upper mantle) suggest
that Gondwanan lower crust was heterogeneous in
d18O, but generally enriched in 18O relative to
MORB (d18O of 6.2 to 13.5% [Kempton and
Harmon, 1992]). It is also likely that this ancient
lower crust would have elevated 207Pb/204Pb rela-
tive to 206Pb/204Pb compared to oceanic mantle
[e.g., Hofmann, 2003]. The Australian lower crustal
xenoliths have these characteristics, with variable
but relatively radiogenic Sr and Pb (especially
207Pb/204Pb) and unradiogenic Nd and Hf isotopic
compositions (Table 2) [Kempton and Harmon,
1992; Rudnick, 1990; Rudnick and Goldstein,
1990; Vervoort et al., 2000]. Partial melting calcu-
lations by Eiler [2001] show that, at least with
melting of spinel peridotite in the presence of
residual olivine, melting extents in the normal
range for MORB will shift d18O in the melt by
less than 0.1% while the residue shifts by less
Figure 3. Oxygen isotope composition of AAD
samples versus (a) 87Sr/86Sr, (b) eNd, (c) eHf,
(d) 206Pb/204Pb, and (e) 207Pb/204Pb. Sources for data
other than oxygen isotope compositions are listed in
Table 1. Symbols are as in Figure 1. Also shown are
results for mixing calculations between depleted mantle
(black circle) and Australian lower crustal xenoliths.
Dashed line indicates a solid-solid mix of depleted
mantle with an average of the lower crustal xenoliths
(Table 2); tick marks indicate 0.5%, 1%, 5%, and 10%
xenoliths in the source. Other lines indicate mixes of 5%
partial melt of DMM with 20% partial melts of
individual xenoliths or the average of Australian lower
crustal xenoliths; the shaded bands around the curves for
xenolith 85-106 show the effects of changing the degree
of partial melting of the xenoliths to 10% or 30%. Tick
marks along curves indicate 1%, 5%, 10%, and (where
within the range of the diagrams) 20% of the melt
derived from xenoliths. See section 4.2 for discussion.
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than the melt. Even at higher degrees of melting
(up to 30%), the shift in d18O of the melt compared
to the source is 0.15% [Eiler, 2001]. Therefore,
compared to the variations of up to 7% in d18O
between different lower crustal xenoliths [Kempton
and Harmon, 1992], fractionations induced by
partial melting will be small. Thus, both the
enriched and ‘‘ultradepleted’’ components (and
any melts produced from them) would largely
retain their original oxygen isotope signatures.
[16] The lower crustal contamination model would
therefore predict high 207Pb/204Pb relative to
206Pb/204Pb, high 87Sr/86Sr, and low 143Nd/144Nd
associated with high d18O as the proportion of
lower crustal material present in the MORB source
increases, but would predict little to no correlation
between d18O and low eHf or eNd values for the
‘‘ultradepleted’’ samples. All of these predictions
are consistent with our results (Figure 3). The AAD
IMORB samples that we measured include some of
the ‘‘ultradepleted’’ samples of Hanan et al. [2004]
(the zone B4 samples in Figures 1 and 3), as well
as some of the most isotopically enriched samples
in Indian-type AAD MORB, allowing us to ex-
plore this hypothesis in more detail. Within our
AAD Indian-type samples, we observe a good
correlation of high d18O with high 207Pb/204Pb
(Figure 3). Plots of other radiogenic isotopic
patterns versus d18O show more scatter, but the
two samples with highest d18O also have high
87Sr/86Sr and low eNd, and have moderate to high
206Pb/204Pb and 208Pb/204Pb (Figure 3), all consis-
tent with a relatively enriched trace element signa-
ture over geologic time. In contrast, eHf in one of
the samples with highest d18O is not unusually
unradiogenic compared to the other samples in the
suite (no Hf isotopic measurements are available
for the other of the two highest-d18O samples). The
zone B4 AAD samples (the ‘‘ultradepleted’’ sam-
ples of Hanan et al. [2004]) are not distinctive in
their oxygen isotope compositions compared to the
rest of the Indian-type AAD samples, although
they do have high eNd and low
87Sr/86Sr, and
generally fall in the unradiogenic end of the range
in Pb isotope compositions (Figure 3).
[17] We can further test the lower crustal contam-
ination model by calculating MORB compositions
that would be produced by melting mixtures of
depleted and enriched sources. Although the iso-
topic end-members appear to be qualitatively suit-
able to reproduce the range in the data, modeling of
solid-solid mixing between Australian xenolith
compositions and depleted MORB mantle
(DMM) yields mixing hyperbolae that are in gen-
eral too strongly curved to pass through the array
of AAD I-MORB data (Figure 3). This is not
surprising, as it would imply that the enriched
and depleted components contributed to the melt
in such a way as to maintain the original ratio of
trace element concentrations in depleted and
Table 2. Compositions of Australian Lower Crustal Xenoliths and Model Depleted Mantle Used in Mixing/Melting
Calculationsa
d18O
Sr
(ppm) 87Sr/86Sr
Nd
(ppm) 143Nd/144Nd eNd
Pb
(ppm) 206Pb/204Pb 207Pb/204Pb
Hf
(ppm) 176Hf/177Hf eHf
Average, Maximum, and Minimum of Data for Australian Lower Crustal Xenoliths (n = 22)
Average 8.4 306.4 0.709199 10.8 0.512444 3.78 2.6 18.5 15.6 3.0 0.282774 0.06
Maximum 13.2 589.9 0.723648 27.5 0.513126 9.52 11.8 19.2 15.7 19.0 0.283208 15.4
Minimum 6.2 39.3 0.702390 1.5 0.511724 17.8 0.3 17.8 15.5 0.1 0.282100 23. 8
Example Australian Lower Crustal Xenoliths
83-131 6.8 415.3 0.70519 2.26 0.512594 0.86 2.05 18.15 15.52 0.33 0.282962 6.72
83-160 12.5 203 0.715103 24.4 0.51228 6.98 8.2 18.82 15.62 4.2 0.282668 3.68
85-106 9.1 164 0.703928 11.2 0.512964 6.36 0.3 18.27 15.53 2.21 0.283062 10.3
Depleted Mantle Compositions
D-DMM 5.25 6.092 0.70219 0.483 0.51326 12.1 0.014 17.573 15.404 0.127 0.28350 25.7
DMM 5.50 7.664 0.70263 0.581 0.51313 9.56 0.018 18.275 15.486 0.157 0.28326 17.3
E-DMM 5.75 9.718 0.70307 0.703 0.513 7.02 0.024 18.977 15.568 0.186 0.28310 11.6
Modified
DMM
5.25 7.664 0.70263 0.581 0.51305 8.00 0.018 17.4 15.35 0.157 0.28315 25.7
a
The d18O of Australian xenoliths is from Kempton and Harmon [1992]. Sr-Nd data for xenoliths are from Rudnick [1990], Pb data are from
Rudnick and Goldstein [1990], and Hf data are from Vervoort et al. [2000]. Depleted mantle compositions are from Workman and Hart [2005];
‘‘Modified DMM’’ composition is based onWorkman and Hart [2005] DMM composition, with Nd and Pb isotopic compositions adjusted to fit the
depleted end of the AAD Indian MORB array. Oxygen isotope composition of DMM is estimated based on the low end of the range of d18O in our
AAD MORB data.
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enriched sources, essentially equivalent to assum-
ing that the two components contribute to the melt
in proportion to their abundance in the mixed
source, and that each had similar bulk partition
coefficients for all of the trace elements of interest.
On the other hand, if we assume that the enriched
component (i.e., the lower crustal material) melts to
a higher degree than the depleted component, a
reasonable assumption given the generally lower
liquidus temperatures of crustal rocks compared
to depleted mantle peridotite [e.g., Hirschmann
and Stolper, 1996; Kogiso et al., 2003, 2004;
Pertermann and Hirschmann, 2003], then mixing
of melts derived from depleted and enriched com-
ponents can produce a satisfactory fit to the data
arrays (Figure 3). Of course, given the heteroge-
neity in composition of the lower crust (as exem-
plified by the Australian lower crustal xenoliths),
the assumption of a single composition for the
enriched end-member is a simplification, and it is
equally likely that the data arrays reflect differ-
ences in the specific enriched compositions present
in the source of each MORB sample. Therefore,
the calculations shown in Figure 3 use several
xenoliths of varying composition as end-members.
Similarly, the calculations shown in Figure 3 are
based on 5% melting of the depleted mantle and
20% melting of the lower crustal xenoliths. This
assumption is based on the estimate of average
MORB production from DMM by 6% melting
[Workman and Hart, 2005], and on a higher degree
of melting of the lower crustal xenoliths, following
previous work exploring the consequences of a
mixed peridotite-pyroxenite/eclogite source [e.g.,
Elkins et al., 2008; Hirschmann and Stolper, 1996;
Kogiso et al., 2004; Pertermann and Hirschmann,
2003; Reiners, 2002; Stracke et al., 1999]. Chang-
ing the melt fraction for the enriched component
between 10 and 30% has a minor effect on the
position of each curve relative to the range of
solutions using different xenolith compositions
(Figure 3), and therefore does not change our
conclusions. However, because of the uncertainties
in the exact composition and degree of melting of
the end-members, the calculations shown in
Figure 3 are intended to be illustrative rather than
to uniquely constrain the percentage of melting or
exact composition of each end-member. Further-
more, given the small number of samples, we do
not attempt to model the ‘‘ultradepleted’’ samples
in detail, but simply note that their oxygen and
radiogenic isotopic characteristics are qualitatively
consistent with the model proposed by Hanan et al.
[2004]. Nevertheless, these calculations do illus-
trate that the presence of lower crustal material
distributed within the upper mantle which has
compositions within the range of those of lower
crustal xenoliths can explain the combined oxygen
isotopic and radiogenic isotopic characteristics of
the AAD I-MORB source.
[18] We can add to the lower crustal contamination
model of Hanan et al. [2004] and Escrig et al.
[2004] by estimating the percentage of lower
crustal material present in the AAD I-MORB
source, albeit with some uncertainties imposed as
a result of the heterogeneity of oxygen isotope
composition of the lower crust. For example,
higher d18O in MORB could reflect either a higher
percentage of lower crust present in the melting
zone, or a higher d18O in the local lower crustal
contaminant within the melting zone for different
samples. However, the problem is simplified by the
fact that depleted and enriched components will
have roughly the same abundance of oxygen, so
that mixing calculations reflect the relative propor-
tion of melt contributed by each source. Given this,
we can place some limits on the amount of lower
crust present by examining the range of d18O in
AAD I-type samples compared to the range of
d18O measured in Australian xenoliths. For exam-
ple, assuming that the lowest-d18O AAD MORB
samples (at 5.30%) represent uncontaminated
ambient depleted mantle and assuming that the
lower crustal contaminant has d18O of 8.4% (the
average of the Australian xenoliths), the AAD
sample with the highest d18O would be composed
of a mixture of 13% melt originating from the
lower crustal contaminant with 87% of the melt
originating from the depleted mantle. If the
enriched and depleted mantle partially melted to
different degrees, with 10–20% melting of the
enriched component and 5% melting of the deplet-
ed component, this proportion would imply that the
upper mantle prior to melting contained 5–7%
lower crust. Assuming instead the highest and
lowest d18O of the Australian xenoliths for the
lower crustal contaminant (13.2% and 6.2%, re-
spectively) yields 5 or 45% melt from lower crust,
respectively, corresponding to 1–3% or 17–
29%, respectively, lower crust in the unmelted
upper mantle. These calculations are consistent
with the estimate of 4–15% recycled lower crust
in the Indian upper mantle based on Os isotopes
[Escrig et al., 2004]. Although there is a contribu-
tion to uncertainty in our calculations due to the
choice of d18O for the model depleted mantle
(5.3%), it is unlikely that depleted mantle would
have d18O significantly lower than 5.25% (the
lowest measured in fresh MORB measured to
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date); therefore, the choice of d18O for the depleted
component has little effect on these calculations.
[19] Therefore, we conclude that contamination of
the Indian upper mantle by heterogeneous old
continental lower crust can explain the radiogenic
isotope and oxygen isotope characteristics of AAD
Indian-type MORB. Based on the range of d18O of
lower crust seen in the Australian xenoliths com-
pared to that measured in AAD Indian-type
MORB, we estimate that the Indian-type upper
mantle at the AAD contains on average a few
percent of enriched material derived from lower
continental crust in addition to whatever percent-
age may be present in the Pacific-type AAD.
Furthermore, the heterogeneity of the lower crust
is consistent with more diverse radiogenic isotope
compositions in Indian-type compared to Pacific-
type AAD MORB.
4.2. Global Variations of d18O in MORB
4.2.1. Observations From Laser
Fluorination Data
[20] Although more restricted in composition and
in general more depleted than oceanic island
basalts (OIB), the mantle sources of MORBs have
long been recognized to be heterogeneous in trace
element and radiogenic isotopic composition [e.g.,
Cohen et al., 1980; Dupre and Allegre, 1983; Hart,
1971, 1984; Hofmann, 2003, and references there-
in; Salters and Stracke, 2004; Schilling et al.,
1983; Tatsumoto et al., 1965; Workman and Hart,
2005]. This heterogeneity has been attributed to
small amounts of trace element-enriched material
distributed throughout the ambient, depleted, upper
mantle. However, the origin and abundance of this
enriched material is difficult to constrain, partly
due to the difficulty of deconvolving the effects of
parent-daughter fractionation and aging on radio-
genic isotope ratios. The variations in d18O of fresh
MORB provide additional information on the
nature of this enriched component or components,
and in particular, allow us to better estimate the
abundance of enriched material. Comparisons
between d18O and trace element and radiogenic
isotope characteristics of MORB have been exam-
ined before, and have found either no or weak
correlations in the global data set [Harmon and
Hoefs, 1995; Ito et al., 1987]. However, correla-
tions between d18O and trace element character-
istics of MORB have been observed in some
high-precision, geographically or compositionally
restricted data sets [e.g., Cooper et al., 2004; Eiler
et al., 2000b]; therefore, it is worth reexamining
the global MORB data set. We have compiled a
data set of high-precision laser fluorination meas-
urements of d18O in MORB (those published by
Cooper et al. [2004] and Eiler et al. [2000b], plus
additional samples from this study (Tables 1 and
S1)). Our goal with this compilation is to revisit
the question of whether global variations in d18O
of MORB are correlated with other geochemical
indices of enrichment, and if so, to what extent
the variations reflect the physical distribution of
heterogeneities within the upper mantle, rather
than to further examine the causes of such mantle
heterogeneity.
[21] Although there is a range in d18O within
samples of MORB from each ocean basin, data
for each ocean basin show remarkably similar
distributions (Figure 2). Oxygen isotope data for
each ocean basin fit a normal distribution, with
statistically indistinguishable means and standard
deviations (Pacific: m = 5.52%, s = 0.11; Atlantic:
m = 5.52%, s = 0.10; and Indian: m = 5.50%, s =
0.10) and with a total range of d18O of 5.25–
5.8%. The similarity between the mean of the
distribution for each ocean basin was confirmed
by two-sample t tests comparing pairs of data sets,
which indicate indistinguishable means for all of
the data sets at the 95% confidence level. The
standard error of the mean of replicate measure-
ments of d18O for these samples is significant
compared to the standard deviation of each data
set (average of 0.03% compared to 0.1%); how-
ever, despite the fact that analytical error undoubt-
edly introduces some scatter to the data sets, it can
account for only a third of the total variance. These
characteristics suggest that (1) variations in d18O in
MORB are not the result of analytical uncertainty
alone (a conclusion which is supported by the
correlations of d18O with other geochemical indi-
ces of enrichment in NMORB [Eiler et al., 2000b],
MAR [Cooper et al., 2004], and AAD data (this
study)); (2) variations in d18O in MORB from all
ocean basins reflect some stochastic process,
resulting in a normal distribution; and (3) whatever
process leads to variations in d18O in fresh MORB,
it appears to operate consistently across all ocean
basins.
[22] In general, variations in d18O of MORB can be
attributed to four possible causes: (1) posteruptive
alteration; (2) shallow level differentiation, includ-
ing contamination and fractional crystallization;
(3) partial melting processes; and (4) heterogeneity
in d18O of the mantle source. Of these, the first is
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contraindicated by several factors: all samples
analyzed were fresh, hand-picked glass, and
correlations of d18O with indicators of seawater-
basalt interaction (for example, Cl content or
high 87Sr/86Sr without accompanying changes in
143Nd/144Nd) are absent [e.g., Cooper et al., 2004;
Eiler et al., 2000b]. Changes in d18O during
fractional crystallization and differentiation in a
crustal magma reservoir [Cooper et al., 2004]
and during partial melting of a homogeneous
source [Eiler, 2001] are both expected to produce
variations in d18O of less than 0.1%, and are
therefore unlikely to exert a first-order control on
the variations of d18O in the MORB database.
Furthermore, there is a broad association of d18O
globally with ‘‘enriched’’ signatures in trace ele-
ment and radiogenic isotopic data (e.g., La/Sm,
87Sr/86Sr, 207Pb/204Pb (Figure 4)). This observation
indicates that d18O is correlated withmeasures of the
proportion of an enriched mantle component in the
MORB source, which in turn suggests that varia-
tions in d18O primarily reflect source heterogeneity.
[23] Nevertheless, partial melting processes poten-
tially play a role in producing some of the hetero-
geneity observed in MORB, in that the partial
melting response of enriched and depleted compo-
nents under the same melting conditions will be
somewhat different. For example, if there is some
crustal material distributed within the upper mantle
which differs from ambient depleted upper mantle
in its bulk composition and mineralogy as well as
its trace element and radiogenic isotopic character-
istics, the degree to which it would be sampled
during melting could potentially vary with changes
in melt fraction, mantle temperature, and/or spread-
ing rate along the global mid-ocean ridge system,
which would in turn predict differences in trace
element and isotopic indices of enrichment where
melting parameters vary [e.g., Allegre et al., 1984].
However, there is no systematic difference between
d18O in subsets of the laser fluorination MORB
data set based on degree of melting or spreading
rate. For example, comparing the EPR/Siqueiros
data set to the AAD data provides a test of the
effects of fast versus slow spreading rates, and no
systematic differences are apparent. The AAD also
represents near-end-member values of cold mantle
and low extents of melting (with associated trace
element enrichments); compared to the rest of the
global MORB data set they are unremarkable in
d18O. Therefore, we conclude that effects of partial
melting processes and changes in spreading rate
on sampling of enriched mantle domains cannot
Figure 4. Oxygen isotope composition of samples in global high-precision MORB compilation versus (a) 87Sr/86Sr,
(b) 207Pb/204Pb, (c) chondrite-normalized La/Sm ratio, and (d) K/Sr. Symbols for AAD samples (this study) are as in
Figures 1 and 3. Other data are Pacific MORB (black diamonds), Atlantic MORB (black triangles), and Indian
MORB (black squares). Data other than AAD samples are from previously published results for the mid-Atlantic
ridge and N-MORB data [Cooper et al., 2004; Eiler et al., 2000b], and East Pacific Rise data are from the Caltech
laboratory (oxygen isotope data are given in Table S1; radiogenic isotope and trace element data for the samples
shown are from Eiler et al. [2000b], Sims et al. [2002, 2003], Cooper et al. [2004], and Schiano et al. [1997, and
references therein]).
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account for the first-order variation within the
global MORB d18O data.
4.2.2. Statistical Analysis of MORB
Oxygen Isotope Data
[24] Given that the variations in d18O of MORBs
appear primarily to reflect the abundance and
distribution of enriched components in their mantle
sources, the distribution of d18O in MORB should
provide information about the underlying nature
and distribution of upper mantle heterogeneities.
Many earlier publications have used a statistical
approach to examine mantle heterogeneity [e.g.,
Albarede, 2001; Allegre et al., 1987; Kellogg
et al., 2002, 2007; Meibom and Anderson, 2004;
Prinzhofer et al., 1989; Rudge et al., 2005] and the
work presented here is conceptually similar in
approach to many of these earlier studies in the
sense of using forward modeling of sampling
mantle heterogeneities to compare to geochemical
data for ocean floor basalts. However, our work
differs from earlier studies in that we focus on
examining the distribution of isotopic compositions
of a stable, major element (oxygen), which pro-
vides complementary information to that provided
by radiogenic isotopes of trace elements. Further-
more, we focus on understanding the implications
of the apparently normal distribution of d18O in
each ocean basin, with identical means and stan-
dard deviations, on the distribution of enriched
material in the mantle. This contrasts with previous
work which focuses on radiogenic isotope and
trace element distinctions between samples from
different locations.
[25] For a given physical distribution of enriched
and depleted components in the upper mantle and a
given melting volume, a characteristic statistical
distribution of data will be produced, with a mean
that reflects the proportions and d18O values of
enriched and depleted materials, and a standard
deviation and skewness that reflect the sizes and
spacing of those materials. In the following dis-
cussion, we refer to this characteristic statistical
distribution as the ‘‘parent distribution.’’ There are
a number of possible types of parent distributions
that could be appropriate descriptions of mantle
heterogeneity. The physical distribution of hetero-
geneities within Earth’s upper mantle and the
melting process (the size of the melting regime
and the relative degrees of melting of enriched and
depleted domains) will both have an effect on the
statistical distribution of data for a given isotopic
system. Statistical distribution of oxygen isotopes
could be different from the distributions of radio-
genic isotopes of trace elements due to the fact that
trace elements will vary widely in abundance
between enriched and depleted materials, whereas
abundance of oxygen will be similar (50 wt %) in
all mantle rocks. Nevertheless, we can make some
qualitative predictions of the expected distribution
of d18O in MORB by analogy to the results of
studies examining these type of effects on radio-
genic isotope data. For example, Kellogg et al.
[2002, 2007] examined Sr, Nd, and Pb isotopic
data for MORB and OIB using a model in which
enriched material was randomly distributed
throughout the mantle, and randomly sampled by
a melting volume (or melting area, in these 2-D
simulations). Their model results predicted a vari-
ety of distributions of Nd isotopic data, ranging
from a very narrow but symmetric distribution to a
broader, skewed distribution, depending primarily
on the length scale of mantle heterogeneities rela-
tive to the length scale of sampling (i.e., the region
of partial melting beneath a ridge). In the case
where the sampling length scale was large com-
pared to the length scale of the heterogeneities, a
normal distribution was produced, whereas skewed
distributions were produced as the length scale of
sampling decreased, because enriched mantle was
in some cases able to more effectively dominate the
Nd isotopic signature of the melt [Kellogg et al.,
2002]. In the case of randomly distributed enriched
components within the upper mantle, we would
expect a similar relationship to hold for oxygen
isotopes, although the skewness and the overall
range of data would likely be less than for Nd
isotopic data because the roughly equal abundance
of oxygen in mantle rocks of both enriched and
depleted compositions leads to less effective lever-
age of the enriched component on the composition
of the mixture than is the case for trace elements.
However, the mean value would reflect the average
percentage of enriched versus depleted component
in the melt for a given d18O of each of the end-
member compositions (and therefore, the percent-
age of each component present within the solid
mantle, modified by the melt fraction of each
component contributing to the melt).
[26] To our knowledge, the geochemical effects of
sampling a nonrandom distribution of enriched
material in the mantle have not been evaluated.
Geodynamic simulations of mantle mixing often
produce a range of behavior between efficient
mixing (which leads to randomly distributed
enriched material) and the preservation of layers
or domains of substantial size [e.g., Brandenburg
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et al., 2008; Kellogg et al., 1999; Xie and Tackley,
2004]. If layers that are relatively large compared
to the melting volume remain intact within the
upper mantle, it is possible that the expected
distribution of MORB oxygen isotope data might
be skewed or even bimodal (if the sampling
volume were small enough to sometimes sample
essentially pure depleted or enriched components).
Therefore, a better understanding of the extent to
which the normal distribution of our compilation of
d18O measurements in MORB reflects sampling a
normal parent distribution may allow us to place
constraints on the physical distribution of enriched
material within the upper mantle.
[27] An additional factor to consider when using
measured distributions of d18O to make inferences
about the physical distribution of enriched and
depleted domains within the mantle is that during
analysis of MORB samples, some scatter is intro-
duced to the data during the laser fluorination
measurements themselves. Assuming that analyti-
cal error is random, this will tend to make the
sample distribution more normal than the underly-
ing distribution. Furthermore, the smaller the
sample size of any given population, the more
uncertainty there will be in using the statistical
characteristics of the sample (mean, standard devi-
ation, skewness) to estimate the shape (i.e., statis-
tical characteristics) of the parent distribution.
Therefore, our data (sample size of 20–60 data
points per ocean basin) will be an imperfect repre-
sentation of the oxygen isotope heterogeneity
within the upper mantle. In order to determine
how robust the estimates of shape of the parent
distribution based on the MORB data are to the
effects of limited sample size and analytical error,
we performed Monte Carlo simulations by sam-
pling parent distributions with a variety of means,
standard deviations, and skewness, and adding
synthetic ‘‘analytical error’’ to each sample data
point. Our goal in this exercise was to falsify
hypotheses (in the form of parent distributions with
specific statistical characteristics) about the parent
distribution in the mantle, thereby addressing the
following questions: (1) How confident can we be
that the data for different ocean basins were de-
rived from similar parent distributions? (2) How
different must the statistical parameters of a parent
distribution be from the sample distribution in
order to confidently eliminate it as a possible
parent distribution for the MORB data?
[28] We performed two types of Monte Carlo
simulations in order to address these questions.
First, we compared the actual measurements of
d18O in MORB for each ocean basin to synthetic
data generated for a range of parameters of the
parent distribution, in order to determine which
parameter combinations could be eliminated as
possible parent distributions. These Monte Carlo
simulations were set up to generate a synthetic data
set through a random sample (n = 1000) of a parent
distribution in the Pearson family. The sample size
of 1000 was chosen in order to provide a data set
that is representative of the parent distribution
without being so large as to make the computations
prohibitively slow; using sample sizes of 10,000
does not noticeably change the results but increases
calculation time significantly. Each synthetic data
point then had added to it ‘‘analytical error’’ in the
form of a random sample of a normal distribution
with mean of zero and standard deviation of 0.03%
(equivalent to the standard error of the mean for
replicate measurements, i.e., the average standard
deviation (0.05%) of replicate measurements of the
same sample, divided by the square root of the
average number of replicates), to generate the final
synthetic data set. We used the standard error rather
than the standard deviation of replicates in this
exercise because this is a better metric to use when
comparing data sets made up of data points which
are themselves averages of several replicate meas-
urements; however, our main conclusions from this
exercise do not change if the ‘‘synthetic analytical
error’’ is assumed to be 0.05%, equivalent to the
average standard deviation of replicate measure-
ments of the same sample. Each synthetic data set
was compared to the MORB data for each ocean
basin using a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test, and the simulations repeated the process for
each combination of parameters that defines a
different parent distribution. We examined the
following range of parameters for parent distribu-
tions: mean 5.35–5.65 (step size 0.005); standard
deviation 0.01–0.29 (step size 0.005); skewness
1.2 to 1.2 (step size 0.3). Results are presented in
Figures 5a–5c and Tables 3a–3d.
[29] The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test compares two
data sets with the null hypothesis that they were
both drawn from the same continuous distribution.
The test result is 1 if the null hypothesis can be
rejected at the 95% confidence level, and 0 if it
cannot. Thus, in Figures 5a–5c, the regions shown
in blue are those where the MORB data and the
synthetic data are consistent with sampling the
same underlying distribution, and the regions
shown in red are where the MORB data and the
synthetic data are inconsistent with sampling the
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same parent distribution (at the 95% confidence
level). The results therefore map the region in
parameter space which can (in red) and cannot
(in blue) be eliminated as describing the parent
distribution of the MORB data. For example, in the
case of the data for the Pacific ocean (Figure 5a), if
the underlying distribution is normal (i.e., skew-
ness = 0) the mean and standard deviation of the
parent distribution must be within the range 5.47–
5.57% and 0.05–0.21, respectively (Table 3b).
Furthermore, the mean and standard deviation trade
off to some extent, where the range of acceptable
mean values at very low standard deviation (close
to 0.05) is much smaller than the acceptable range
of mean values at moderate standard deviation
(e.g., close to 0.1–0.15); in other words, the region
of mean and standard deviations that are consistent
with being the parent distribution for the Pacific
MORB samples approximates an ovoid rather than
a rectangle (Figure 5a). This applies to variations in
skewness as well; at skewness both greater than
and less than zero (i.e., nonnormal distributions),
the region of acceptable parent distributions nar-
rows in both mean and standard deviation, and
Figure 5a. Diagrams showing results of Monte Carlo simulations comparing different parent distributions with data
for Pacific MORB. Center shows a 3-D perspective view where the axes represent the range in mean, standard
deviation, and skewness of the synthetic data sets used for comparison to the MORB data. Six slices of the data at
constant skewness or standard deviation are shown in the 3-D perspective view and are also shown arrayed around
the outside; arrows point from the slice locations on the 3-D view to the slices in 2-D. The synthetic data sets were
generated by taking random samples (n = 1000) of a Pearson distribution with specific mean, standard deviation, and
skewness (the parent distribution). Each of these synthetic data sets was compared to the MORB data using a two-
sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, which returns a value of 0 if the two distributions compared are consistent with
having been derived from the same parent data set and a value of 1 if they are not (at the 95% confidence level). Thus,
blue areas represent parameter combinations which are potential parent distributions of the MORB data, whereas red
areas represent parameter combinations which are not consistent with a parent distribution for the MORB data. The
white contours represent a value of 0.5 and thus fall between grid points which can and cannot represent the
parameters of the MORB parent distribution. Data analysis was performed using Visualizer 3-D [Billen et al., 2008],
a desktop visualization program which allows interaction with 3-D gridded data, for example, creating slices and
isosurfaces and rotating and zooming in on the data in real time. The 3-D view is from a screen capture of a Visualizer
3-D session. See sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 for discussion.
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furthermore the tradeoffs between mean and stan-
dard deviation become more important. Similar
patterns hold for the Atlantic (Figure 5b) and
Indian (Figure 5c) MORB data sets, although the
range of acceptable parameters is slightly smaller
for the Atlantic than for the Pacific, and consider-
ably larger for the Indian than for either of the other
two. For example, at skewness = 0, the total range
of acceptable mean values is 0.07% (5.48–5.55)
for the Atlantic and 0.1% (5.47–5.57%) for the
Pacific data, compared to 0.17% (5.41–5.58%)
for the Indian Ocean data (Table 3b). These sim-
ulations suggest that the mean and standard devi-
ation of the MORB d18O data are a good estimate
of the mean and standard deviation of the parent
distribution, i.e., 5.52 ± 0.05% for the Pacific and
Atlantic data, and 5.50 ± 0.1% for the Indian
data. On the other hand, the simulations show a
wide range of skewness of the parent data set that
would be consistent with the MORB data: each data
set is consistent with skewness from 1.2 to 1.2
(with corresponding tradeoffs in allowable mean
and standard deviation).
[30] A different approach to estimating confidence
intervals of the mean, standard deviation, and
skewness of the data is to compute confidence
intervals through a bootstrap method. We computed
95% confidence intervals for each parameter in each
MORB data set using sample sizes of 10,000, and
results are presented in Table 3c. These confidence
intervals are somewhat narrower than (but within
the range of) the acceptable range of parameters
yielded by the Monte Carlo approach. For example,
the calculated 95% confidence interval on the mean
is 5.49–5.55%, 5.50–5.55%, and 5.46–5.55 for
Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian MORB data, respec-
tively (Table 3c).
[31] One question that is not addressed by these
simulations is why the Indian MORB data are
consistent with significantly wider ranges of
parameters for the parent distribution than are the
Atlantic or Pacific MORB data. Is this due to the
smaller sample size for Indian MORB data (n = 18,
compared to n = 51 for Pacific and 62 for Atlantic)
or to intrinsically more heterogeneity within the
Indian MORB data? In order to test the possibility
that small sample size limits the ability of this kind
of simulation to constrain the parameters of the
parent distribution, we performed a second set of
Monte Carlo simulations where we compared sub-
Figure 5b. Diagrams showing results of Monte Carlo simulations comparing different parent distributions with data
for Atlantic MORB. See caption of Figure 5a for details, and see sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 for discussion.
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sets of synthetic data to the full 1000-sample
synthetic data sets. In these simulations, we took
random subsamples of different sizes (20, 50, or
100 data points) from the 1000-sample synthetic
data set with mean 5.52, standard deviation 0.11
and skewness = 0, and compared that subsample to
each 1000-sample synthetic data set for the full
parameter range, effectively performing the same
comparison as the Monte Carlo simulations with
the real MORB data, but with a known parent
distribution. The 1000-sample synthetic data sets
were the same as those used in comparison with the
MORB oxygen isotope data. Each simulation re-
peated the subsampling and comparison with the
range of synthetic distributions 1000 times. This is
a method of assessing how the Monte Carlo test
Figure 5c. Diagrams showing results of Monte Carlo simulations comparing different parent distributions with data
for Indian MORB. See caption of Figure 5a for details, and see sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 for discussion.
Table 3a. Summary of Statistical Parameters for
MORB d18O Data
n Mean Standard
Deviation
Skewness
All MORB 131 5.52 0.10 0.18
Pacific 51 5.52 0.11 0.12
Atlantic 62 5.52 0.10 0.15
Indian 18 5.50 0.10 0.56
Table 3b. Summary of Results of Monte Carlo
Simulations Comparing MORB Data to Potential Parent
Distributionsa
Pacific Atlantic Indian
Skewness = 1.2
Mean 5.46–5.55 5.45–5.53 5.36–5.52
Standard deviation 0.05–0.18 0.03–0.14 0.01–0.29
Skewness = 0.6
Mean 5.46–5.56 5.48–5.54 5.40–5.57
Standard deviation 0.05–0.21 0.03–0.16 0.01–10.29
Skewness = 0
Mean 5.47–5.57 5.48–5.55 5.41–5.58
Standard deviation 0.05–0.21 0.03–0.18 0.01–0.29
Skewness = 0.6
Mean 5.49–5.58 5.49–5.57 5.48–5.59
Standard deviation 0.06–0.20 0.03–0.17 0.01–0.29
Skewness = 1.2
Mean 5.54–5.58 5.51–5.59 5.44–5.65
Standard deviation 0.12–0.18 0.03–0.17 0.01–0.29
a
Shown are parameter combinations which are potential parent
distributions of the MORB data.
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procedure behaves when applied to a data set of
similar size to the MORB data sets, but with
known parent distribution parameters. Results for
these simulations are shown in Figures 6a–6c,
which plots the cumulative number of failed Kol-
mogorov-Smirnov tests after comparing each of the
1000 subsamples to the range of potential parent
distributions. The plots are similar to those of the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests of synthetic data to
MORB data (Figures 5a–5c) but are color coded
according to the number of failed Kolmogorov-
Smirnov tests when comparing subsets of the
synthetic test distribution to the other synthetic
distributions. The white contour corresponds to a
threshold where 95% of the subsets failed a Kol-
mogorov-Smirnov test with a synthetic distribution
that has different statistical parameters than the test
data. In other words, outside that contour, the test
functions properly 95% of the time in terms of
rejecting the null hypothesis that the two data sets
are drawn from the same distribution. Within the
contour, there are some ‘‘false positives’’ where the
test fails to reject the null hypothesis even though it
is false: there is only a single point on the diagrams
(at mean = 5.52, standard deviation = 0.11, and
skewness = 0) where the null hypothesis is, strictly
speaking, true. Thus, in the region within the
contour, the test is relatively insensitive to differ-
ences between the distributions tested. In the con-
text of using the Monte Carlo simulations with the
MORB data as hypothesis tests to determine which
parameter combinations can be rejected, the con-
tour where the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test correctly
rejects the null hypothesis 95% of the time corre-
sponds to the 95% confidence interval. Compari-
son of Figures 6a and 6b, where the subsets were of
50 samples and 20 samples, respectively, shows
that the region where the null hypothesis cannot be
rejected > 95% of the time is significantly larger
for the simulation where smaller subsets were
compared with the parent distributions. Thus, it is
likely that the difference in range of acceptable
parameters for the Indian MORB data compared to
the Pacific or Atlantic MORB data in the first
Monte Carlo simulations is due simply to having
a smaller data set.
[32] One interesting observation that falls out of
this second set of Monte Carlo simulations is that
in each case the region within the 95% contour
becomes more elongate and less ‘‘equant’’ as the
skewness of the test data set gets farther from the
skewness of the parent distribution (in this case,
zero). Although this does not place quantitative
constraints on the skewness of the parent distribu-
tions for the MORB data, it suggests that the
skewness of the parent distribution for the MORB
data is close to zero (i.e., a normal distribution).
Based on comparing results for the second set of
Monte Carlo simulations with 20 versus 50 versus
100 data points in each subsample, it should be
possible to further refine the limits on the statistical
parameters of the parent distribution with addition-
al laser fluorination measurements of MORB data.
For example, it may be possible to more quantita-
tively identify a smaller acceptable range of skew-
ness with sample sets of 100 or more (Figure 6c).
4.2.3. Implications for Upper Mantle
Heterogeneity
[33] The similar range and mean value of the
various MORB d18O subsets suggest that there is
Table 3d. Summary of Results of Monte Carlo
Simulations Comparing Subsamples and Larger Sam-
ples of Parent Distributionsa
Subsample
Size:
n = 20
Subsample
Size:
n = 50
Subsample
Size:
n = 100
Skewness = 1.2
Mean 5.35–5.61 5.43–5.58 5.49–5.53
Standard deviation 0.01–0.29 0.04–0.21 0.10–0.14
Skewness = 0.6
Mean 5.39–5.62 5.44–5.58 5.46–5.56
Standard deviation 0.01–0.29 0.04–0.24 0.06–0.20
Skewness = 0
Mean 5.41–5.64 5.45–5.60 5.47–5.57
Standard deviation 0.01–0.29 0.04–0.25 0.06–0.20
Skewness = 0.6
Mean 5.43–5.65 5.46–5.60 5.48–5.58
Standard deviation 0.01–0.29 0.04–0.24 0.06–0.19
Skewness = 1.2
Mean 5.45–5.65 5.47–5.61 5.52–5.55
Standard deviation 0.01–0.29 0.05–0.21 0.09–0.13
a
Included are range of parameters where Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
is insensitive to differences between the subsamples and the parent
distributions.
Table 3c. Confidence Intervals for MORB Data
Estimated by Bootstrap Method
Mean
Standard
Deviation Skewness
All MORB 5.50–5.54 0.09–0.12 0.19–0.57
Indian 5.46–5.55 0.08–0.13 0.15–1.3
Pacific 5.49–5.55 0.09–0.13 0.32–0.77
Atlantic 5.50–5.55 0.08–0.13 0.53–0.89
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a broadly reproducible process that controls the
oxygen isotope composition of the upper mantle
throughout the Earth and further suggests that the
variability in d18O of MORB reflects the presence
of a small but variable mass fraction of enriched
material distributed within the upper mantle. The
Monte Carlo simulations in turn suggest that (1)
the means and standard deviations of MORB data
for the different ocean basins are a robust measure
of the mean and standard deviation of the ‘‘parent
distribution’’ sampled (which physically is related
to the percentage and spatial distribution of hetero-
geneities within the upper mantle and to the size of
the region sampled during melting) and (2) the
normal distributions of MORB sample data most
likely reflect a normal parent distribution, although
we cannot definitively rule out some skewness in
the parent distribution. One implication is that
melting of the upper mantle to produce MORB
either samples the same fraction of enriched mate-
rial (on average) and that d18O of that enriched
material is relatively constant throughout the upper
mantle globally, or that there is a fortuitous tradeoff
between the average percentage of enriched mate-
Figure 6a. Diagrams showing the results of Monte Carlo simulations comparing subsets of the synthetic sample
data with a range of parent distributions. Synthetic data sets were taken as random subsamples of 50 samples of a
parent distribution with mean of 5.52, standard deviation of 0.1, and skewness of 0. These synthetic data sets were
compared to synthetic distributions (with a range of mean, standard deviation, and skewness) using a two-sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, and the process was repeated for 1000 different subsamples. The results are color coded
by the cumulative number of failed Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests (indicating that the two data sets compared are not
consistent with being derived from the same parent distribution), and the white contour represents a cumulative
failure of 950 out of 1000 subsamples. Because the subsamples were all drawn from a single distribution in the center
of the parameter space explored, the contour separates the region in which the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test correctly
identifies distinctions between the parent distribution of the subsample data set and the parent distribution with other
parameter combinations 95% of the time (outside of the contour) from the region where the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test is insensitive to differences in the statistical parameters of the parent data sets compared. See sections 4.2.2 and
4.2.3 for discussion.
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rial sampled and the oxygen isotope composition
of that enriched material such that the average d18O
of MORB is the same across MORB globally.
Furthermore, the narrow range of d18O in MORB
(0.5%) relative to the crustal inputs during sub-
duction (>40%) implies either that the fraction of
crustal material within the upper mantle is rela-
tively small, or that the isotopically diverse con-
stituents are very evenly mixed such that the region
sampled during MORB melting always contains
roughly the same mixture.
[34] It is possible that even the low-d18O end of the
MORB spectrum reflects contributions from some
component of crustal material; in particular, the
lowermost altered oceanic crust on average has
d18O lower than average for fresh MORB [e.g., Alt
and Teagle, 2000], thus it is possible that incorpo-
ration of lower altered oceanic crust could have
affected the low-d18O samples. However, in local-
ized studies where the crustal component can be
identified [Cooper et al., 2004; Eiler et al., 2000b],
the low-d18O end of the array corresponds to
samples with other geochemical characteristics that
commonly have been associated with the depleted
end of the MORB array (e.g., low La/Sm, unradio-
genic Pb and Sr and radiogenic Nd isotopes),
instead of the relatively more enriched character-
istics expected for low-d18O lower oceanic crust.
Thus, the low-d18O end-member likely corre-
sponds to relatively uncontaminated depleted upper
mantle. Nevertheless, we cannot rule out the pos-
sibility that lower oceanic crust has contributed to
the source of some of the low-d18O samples; as
discussed by Eiler et al. [2000b, and references
therein] the lower oceanic crust is relatively poor in
trace elements, and the effects of hydrothermal
alteration in oceanic crustal sections appear to
decrease with depth in the gabbro section, such
that the deepest gabbros sampled in situ show
Figure 6b. Diagrams showing the results of Monte Carlo simulations comparing subsets of the synthetic sample
data with a range of parent distributions. Synthetic data sets were taken as random subsamples of 20 samples of a
parent distribution with mean of 5.52, standard deviation of 0.1, and skewness of 0. See caption of Figure 6a for
further details, and see sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 for discussion.
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relatively little contrast in d18O compared to fresh
MORB [Alt and Teagle, 2000]. Therefore, the
global MORB data may include samples which
reflect a relatively subtle influence of recycled
lower oceanic crust, and this may contribute to
the scatter in the data arrays.
[35] If the low-d18O end of the MORB spectrum
(5.25%) is assumed to represent ambient, depleted
upper mantle free of the influence of crust, than the
range of 0.5% in MORB glasses implies the
presence of up to 10% crustal material with
average d18O of 10% (similar to estimates of
average values for altered volcanic rocks of the
upper oceanic crust and, as discussed above, to the
average of Australian lower crustal xenoliths [e.g.,
Alt and Teagle, 2000; Harmon and Hoefs, 1995;
Kempton and Harmon, 1992; Staudigel et al.,
1996]). The average value of d18O in the MORB
data sets (5.52%) would then correspond to an
average of 5% crustal material within the upper
mantle. If the crustal material included a large
fraction of sediment, the implied mass fraction of
crustal material would be as much as 5 times
smaller; i.e., varying from 0 to 10% and averaging
1%; however, such a large fraction of sediment
would affect the Sr isotope systematics of the data
to a much larger extent, producing higher 87Sr/86Sr
at a given d18O than is observed (e.g., compare
Figure 4 to Cooper et al. [2004] and Eiler et al.
[2000b]). Although we cannot rule out the influence
of a small percentage of sediment within the upper
mantle (as was discussed above for the AAD
samples), the constant mean d18O between ocean
basins does imply that there cannot be a significant
difference between the amount of sediment present
in the upper mantle of the different ocean basins.
Given that the combined oxygen isotope, radiogenic
isotope, and trace element characteristics of subsets
of theMORBdata are consistent with the presence of
crustal material with broadly similar average d18O of
10% (lower crust in the case of AAD Indian
samples, altered oceanic crust in the case ofNMORB
and Mid-Atlantic Ridge data [Cooper et al., 2004;
Figure 6c. Diagrams showing the results of Monte Carlo simulations comparing subsets of the synthetic sample
data with a range of parent distributions. Synthetic data sets were taken as random subsamples of 100 samples of a
parent distribution with mean of 5.52, standard deviation of 0.1, and skewness of 0. See caption of Figure 6a for
further details, and see sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 for discussion.
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Eiler et al., 2000b]), we suggest that the influence of
sediment on the oxygen isotope composition of the
upper mantle in general is limited.
[36] Our estimates of the amount of crustal material
distributed within the upper mantle are broadly
consistent with other estimates. For example,
Hofmann [1997] calculated that subduction of
oceanic lithosphere injects 20 km3/yr of crustal
and sedimentary material into the mantle and that
over 4.55 Gyr this would inject crust equivalent to
a total of 7.5% of the mass of the mantle. In a
similar calculation, Stracke et al. [1999] calculated
that recycled crust should account for 8–10% of
the mantle. Our estimate of an average of 5%
crustal material in the MORB source is also con-
sistent with the recent quantitative estimate of
4% recycled crustal material in the MORB
source, based on major element and compatible
trace element analyses of olivine [Sobolev et al.,
2007].
[37] One implication of the similarity in mean and
standard deviation of d18O between ocean basins is
that the differences in radiogenic isotope composi-
tion between MORB of the Indian and Pacific or
Atlantic basins may reflect the age and specific
nature of enriched material within the upper mantle
rather than variations in its abundance. For exam-
ple, Eiler et al. [2000b] concluded based on
correlations between trace element ratios and
d18O in NMORB that the upper mantle MORB
source contains an average of 2% enriched material
derived from upper oceanic crust (in the propor-
tions 95% altered basaltic crust and 5% sediment).
Similarly, Cooper et al. [2004] also concluded that
the variations in d18O in samples of the Mid-
Atlantic Ridge resulted from the incorporation of
an average of 2–5% material derived from altered
oceanic crust. However, in this case the relations
between trace elements, radiogenic isotopes, and
d18O require a different mechanism where partial
melts of upper altered oceanic basaltic crust (with
very little addition of sediment) metasomatized the
upper mantle at approximately 250 Ma [also see
Donnelly et al., 2004]. Although back-arc basin
basalts (BABB) were not included in this study,
some of them share similar d18O trace element
characteristics to MORB and may reflect similar
processes [e.g., Bonifacie et al., 2008; Macpherson
et al., 2000]. Other detailed studies of d18O com-
bined with trace element and radiogenic isotope
measurements in MORB from specific geographic
areas or with restricted geochemical characteristics
could test this hypothesis, as well as extending the
data set that could be used to further refine the
characteristics of the parent distribution.
5. Conclusions
[38] Pacific-type and Indian-type MORB at the
AAD show no systematic differences in oxygen
isotope composition. This observation is inconsis-
tent with an origin of Indian-type mantle by the
addition of pelagic sediment not present in the
Pacific upper mantle. However, combined radio-
genic isotope, trace element and oxygen isotope
characteristics of I-type MORB at the AAD are
consistent with an origin by contamination of the
Indian upper mantle by lower crustal material [e.g.,
Escrig et al., 2004; Hanan et al., 2004].
[39] This similarity in characteristics of the d18O
data between ocean basins holds in the global
database of laser fluorination d18O data for MORB.
The similarity in mean and standard deviation of
data for the Indian, Pacific, and Atlantic ocean
basins, together with correlations of d18O with
radiogenic isotope and trace element characteristics
of subsets of the data, suggest that the upper mantle
globally contains an average of 5–10% recycled
crustal material, and that the depleted mantle has
d18O of 5.25–5.30%. Furthermore, the data rule
out significant differences in the percentage of
sediment in the upper mantle in any one ocean
basin compared to the other two.
[40] The normal distribution of the global MORB
d18O data set suggests that a stochastic process is
producing the observed variations; the Monte
Carlo simulations we performed suggest that the
‘‘parent distribution’’ is most likely normal as well
(although some skewness in the parent distribution
cannot be ruled out), and that the variance in the
data is larger than is consistent with random
analytical error; therefore, some geologic process
must have produced the variations. These inferen-
ces are most consistent with a well-stirred upper
mantle, that is, where the physical distribution of
heterogeneities is random. Further, the variance of
the distribution, which is small compared to the
inferred range in d18O of ambient depleted mantle
versus enriched crustal material, suggests that the
size of the sampling region is large compared to
the size of enriched domains. Finally, the mean of
the sample data sets appears to be a robust indica-
tor of the mean of d18O in the upper mantle
sampled, which in turn implies a small but consis-
tent percentage of enriched crust distributed within
the upper mantle globally.
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[41] Although a full treatment of the problem is
beyond the scope of this manuscript, the Monte
Carlo simulations also suggest that the patterns of
data presented here provide constraints on the
physical distribution of crustal material within the
upper mantle and the distribution of data produced
upon sampling through melting. Therefore, these
data could in the future provide a test of geo-
dynamic models of crustal recycling and mixing by
comparing the distribution of MORB d18O data to
a systematic exploration of the distribution of data
expected from different geodynamic models.
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